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First Impressions
__________________________________________

Say hello to the students at Portland State University’s
Planning Club who spent Easter Weekend touring
Downtown Vancouver. First impressions are always
among the most insightful, and my favourite was from
John, who thought the jaunty stick-man on our pedestrian
signals reflected the gentler, more easy-going
Canadian sensibility….

And then we noticed that some of the newer signals
seem to indicate a shift in attitude and a change of
pace. Are we becoming a more hard-driving, forwardpushing people? Dare we say … more American!

_________________________________________

On the suggestion of Norm Hotson that we get off
the Peninsula and look at other Vancouver
neighbourhoods, I’m soliciting contributions and
observations from PT readers.
What’s happening on Main Street – particularly that
trendy stretch from Broadway to 41st Avenue? I’m
looking for suggestions (pictures would be even
better) on what to check out. Push the Reply button
and let me know.

The megaprojects – Coal Harbour, Concord, Bayshore –
strike some as sterile and anonymous. That’s because
they’ve been planned down to the last detail, they’ve all been
built out at the same time, and they’re still so new.
Not to worry, I say; time will take care of some of that.
As people occupy a place, they incrementally make changes
that give a neighbourhood character. Here’s an example from
the 1700-block Alberni. In a row of otherwise
undistinguished townhouses, at least one is taking on the
character of its occupant.

A new door of
warm wood, some
extra windows,
lots of plantings
and a trellis make
this entrance
unique and
welcoming.

Here’s a change worthy of a Peety.* Three buildings on the
west side of the 500- and 600-blocks of Nicola in Coal
Harbour have all planted flowers at the bases of their street
trees – a friendly gesture and a reflection of pride.

* Peety = PT = Price Tags recognition. Nominations welcome.

More evidence of time-worn change in Stanley Park.
As part of the redevelopment of the Causeway, the run-off
from the road was cycled through purpose-built wetlands in
Lost Lagoon – a dramatic intervention when first constructed
in 2000, now a treat for both wildlife and their observers.
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April 2004

VANCOUVER HERITAGE AWARDS
Christ Church Cathedral
What better
place to
acknowledge
change (and
preservation)
than the newly
restored interior
of Christ Church
Cathedral. The
City’s Heritage
Awards took
place there on
April 14, 2004,
hosted by
CBC’s Shelagh
Rogers.

Left: George Cadman is justifiably gratified
by the changes to his church. Above:
Councillor Peter Ladner and Housing Centre
Manager Cameron Gray (recently honoured
by the Canadian Housing Renewal Association.)

Blair Petrie was present along with architect
Sean McEwan to accept an Award of
Honour for the remarkable achievement of
Mole Hill. His new son was born in one of
the restored homes.

The Vancouver Bach Youth Choir was present to
sing some Vancouver Songs not currently heard on
JACK FM. Here’s an except from my favourite ….

That’s! Vancouver
Words and Music by Edward Drake

When the moon shines over Hastings Street
and the breathless crowds their vigil keep.
When the flowers bloom in Victory Square,
beneath a sky so bright and fair.
That’s! Vancouver.

We haven’t got the Golden Gate,
but Stanley Park is simply great.
Granville Street is not Pall Mall,
but you should see those shadows fall.
That’s! Vancouver.

Click here to visit the UBC Music Library

Gordon Price
April13, 2004

The high costs of Fun City have turned
out to be not much fun at all
When did it happen that "No Fun Vancouver" became "Yo,
Gun Vancouver!"
Oh geez, that was pretty lame. Sorry about that. But then "No
Fun Vancouver" is pretty lame, too - only way more
intimidating.
For years, tainting someone at city hall for being against Fun
could do real damage. Politicians ran for cover whenever it
was intimated that, somehow, Vancouver was missing out on
the Fun and maybe it was their fault. Maybe they were
responsible for Fun leaving town.
"No Fun Vancouver" as a slogan, repeated in countless
headlines, started about the time the Grizzlies were in trouble,
the fireworks had lost their sponsorship and it looked like even
the Indy might be doomed. Oh, and what about those Greek
Days back in the '70s, hey? Quickly, though, the agenda was
grabbed by those who argued that more fun meant more
booze.
At the same time the province was loosening up regulations in
the face of ridicule (too many stories about limits on the
number and size of TV screens in bars), the city was under
pressure to do so too.

Some leaders in the gay community, backed by those looking
for licences, maintained that the gay identity was dependent
on more bars and longer hours in the Davie Village.
Granville Street
entrepreneurs were
relentless, and overtly
political. When the civic
election came along,
COPE candidates rushed
to be more permissive
than the NPA. Ex-COPE
councillor Libby Davies,
who had pushed for
years to get a moratorium
on liquor licences in large
parts of downtown,
stayed quiet.

The executive director
of the Gastown
Business
Improvement Society
insists the
neighbourhood is
safe, despite the
shooting deaths of five
people since August
Click for story

And so it came to pass that Vancouver
became Fun City, and guns started
going off. A coincidence, said the
apologists, and nothing to do with the 4
a.m. closings that had been brought in
overnight, without a lot of support from
the police.
But clearly Vancouver had invited
every yahoo in the region to come on
downtown and drink, and gangs came
with them, along with those with guns
and a grudge. Somehow it got to the
point where another weekend shooting

or knifing became, well, regrettable but hardly a surprise
anymore.
Fun-City proponents had hoped Vancouver was mature
enough, almost European, when it came to alcohol. They
clearly hadn't read a lot of Vancouver history. Or maybe they
presumed the city had changed fundamentally. After all, we
were the toast of the coast for our people-friendly downtown,
where even families with children felt safe. Now it was time to
allow a little more partying for those with the stamina to stay up
late. It would be good for tourism!
Isn't it time to acknowledge that
maybe we screwed up? The bar
owners, now reverting to a 3 a.m.
closing, don't want to say so outright,
but something ain't working. They
blame police overtime costs for their
woes, but why wasn't a strategy in
place before the hours were
extended? No one really knew how
limits on behaviour were going to be
enforced, and city council wasn't in the
mood to spend any time or money to
find out.
When Granville repeatedly broke out
in fights, it became evident that the
police couldn't effectively control the
streets, especially when the cops
themselves were on the defensive in
the media. The street figured that out
pretty quickly.

I was just wondering
what the heck is
going on with
Vancouvers NightLife
that it attracts all
these f***ed up
fanatics…lately
Its kinda scary to go
clubbing with your
buddies now. I tend to
bring a couple of my
football boys and
kickboxing pals. Just
in case some **** got
stirred up.
Click for link

When a city like Vancouver, already so liberal in its reputation for
mind-altering substances, is seen to announce that anything
goes, there's the danger that eventually everything might. We're
already at the point when bullets going into the walls of
downtown residences generate less coverage in the media than
car thefts in Surrey.
So is Fun that important to us? Are we prepared to sacrifice that
perception of safety on which so much of downtown Vancouver's
livability rests? Are we saying that parents who are trying to
raise kids in the centre of the city should just accept the
dangers? That those who use the wide-open scene to funnel
money and drugs illegally into this mix won't corrupt the society
in which they prosper?
A little common sense and caution would have gone a long way.
But that never seemed to matter when Vancouver was childishly
obsessed with being seen as "No Fun City.“

_____________________________________________
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